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a b s t r a c t
We introduce STORMED hybrid games (SHG), a generalization of STORMED hybrid
systems, Vladimerou et al. (2008) [33], which have natural specifications that allow rich
continuous dynamics and various decidable properties. We solve the control problem for
SHG using a reduction to bisimulation on finite game graphs. This generalizes to a greater
family of games, which includes o-minimal hybrid games, Bouyer et al. (2006) [6]. We also
solve the optimal-cost reachability problem for Weighted SHG and prove decidability of
WCTL for Weighted STORMED hybrid systems.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Designing reliable open systems requires solving the control problem wherein, given a systemM and a requirement ψ ,
one wants to know if the behaviors ofM can be ‘‘controlled’’ so as to satisfy ψ . Such a control problem is most naturally
formalized as a game between a controller and a plant with actions/transitions being partitioned into controllable actions,
i.e. the controller’s choices, and uncontrollable actions, i.e. the moves of the plant, noise, or the environment. The controller
synthesis problem is to design a strategy for the controller that ensures that the correctness requirements aremet, nomatter
what the adversarial choices are, while (possibly) meeting certain cost constraints.
In the context of embedded systems, hybrid games [17,6,7] have been studied with a view to designing hybrid controllers
for systems. Such games are defined using hybrid automata, which have finitely many discrete states and continuous
variables that evolve with time, and whose discrete transitions have been partitioned into those that are controllable and
those that are not. In the version that we consider here, at each step of the game, the controller (and the environment)
has two choices: either to let time pass for t time units or to take a controllable (or uncontrollable) transition. If both the
controller and the environment pick time, then the system evolves continuously for the shorter of the two durations. If
exactly one of them picks a discrete transition, then the discrete transition chosen is taken and finally, in the case when
both pick a discrete transitions, the controller’s choice is respected. For other versions of hybrid games considered in the
literature see related work below.
Our results apply to the STORMED specifications [33], and hybrid games which satisfy these are conveniently called
STORMEDhybrid games (SHG), aswell as, in part, to o-minimal hybrid games. These specifications require invariants, guards,
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resets, and flows to be described in an order-minimal (or o-minimal) theory, and whose resets and flows satisfy certain
monotonicity constraints that are found inmany real-world applications [33].When compared to previously studied classes
of hybrid games, STORMED hybrid games allow for richer continuous dynamics than rectangular hybrid games [17] and
timed games [3,4], and at the same time admit a stronger coupling between the continuous and discrete state components
than o-minimal hybrid games [6]. For an example see Section 5.
We consider both weighted and unweighted versions of these games. In the unweighted case, we show that for regular
winning objectives, the controller synthesis problem is decidable, provided the o-minimal theory used to describe the
STORMED game is decidable. Our main technical observation shows that under special acyclicity conditions, bisimulation
equivalence on the time-abstract transition system defined by the STORMED game preserves winning (and losing) states;
here, the time-abstract transition system is the labelled transition system semantics of the STORMED game that ignores
the distinction between controllable and uncontrollable transitions and abstracts the time when continuous transitions are
taken. We show that both STORMED systems and o-minimal systems meet this technical acyclicity condition. Further the
observations that the time-abstract transition system for a STORMED automaton has a finite bisimulation quotient [33]
(which is effectively constructable when the underlying o-minimal theory is decidable) and the fact that finite games with
regular objectives are decidable [25], allow us to conclude the decidability of STORMED hybrid games. We note that o-
minimal systems also have finite time-abstract bisimulation quotients, and this gives an alternative proof of decidability of
o-minimal games [6].
We also examine weighted versions of SHG, where there is a price on each of the game choices, and the goal is to design
optimal (cost) winning strategies for the controller. We show that weighted STORMED games with reachability objectives
are decidable (and the controller synthesizable)when the underlying o-minimal theory is decidable. In the games considered
here, we avoid zeno plays, that is, the behaviors in which the environment (or controller) can simply pick shorter and
shorter time steps, and thereby starve her opponent, by excluding such behaviors in the winning conditions. We observe
that when considering non-zeno plays if there is a winning strategy λ for the controller then there is a winning strategy in
which the controller does not choose a time step if in the previous step the controller chose a time step shorter than the
environment. Based on this technical lemma, we conclude that for non-zeno reachability games, we need to only consider
bounded strategies (i.e., those forwhich every play consistentwith the strategy has bounded number of steps); and therefore
we can not only compute the cost of the optimal strategy but also synthesize it.
Finally, we consider the problem of model checking WCTL properties for weighted STORMED systems. WCTL is a
branching-time logic that allows for one to reason about the accumulated costs along computations in addition to regular
properties. Once againwe show the decidability of theWCTLmodel checking problem for hybrid systemswith the STORMED
specifications. Our result here relies on reducingWCTLmodel checking to CTLmodel checking on STORMED systems, which
was previously shown to be decidable in [33].
Related work. Work on controller synthesis for real-time and hybrid systems has seen a lot of effort since [3] and [21].
Broadly speaking one assumes that the controller can examine the state at various times, and can influence the discrete
steps that are taken. Other than [30], most papers typically assume that the controller cannot influence the way the plant
evolves continuously. Assuming that the controller can observe the state at certain discrete time instants, it has been shown
that the controller synthesis problem is decidable for rectangular hybrid automata [18]. In the dense time setting, there are
different formulations of the controller synthesis problem. Assuming that the controller can only enable or disable transition
(and not influencewhen they are taken), it has been shown that the synthesis problem is undecidable for rectangular hybrid
automata but decidable for initialized rectangular hybrid automata [17]. When the controller chooses both the transition as
well as when it is taken, the problem is known to be decidable for timed automata [21], and o-minimal hybrid automata [6],1
but undecidable for initialized rectangular automata [19]. We extend these observations to STORMED systems. Symbolic
algorithms for the controller synthesis problem first appeared in [13]. The controller synthesis problem has also been
considered for dynamical systems (those with one discrete state) [14,27] where dynamical systems is first discretized, and
also for switched systems, where the environment has limited power [22]. General categorical conditions on the controller
synthesis problem are identified in [16,26].
With dense time, zeno behavior is sometimes a complicating issue for switching dynamics [12]. It is either avoided by
imposing syntactic constraints on the game graph [3,4], restricting the kind of game moves allowed [6,7], or by semantic
constraints imposed on the winning condition [13,10]. Here we take the approach of avoiding zeno behavior through the
winning conditions.
To model resource consumption, weights/prices were added to timed systems, and weighted timed games have
been examined since [2,5]. However, synthesis of the optimal cost controller for reachability is undecidable for timed
automata [9], but decidable for o-minimal hybrid systems [7] with decidable underlying theories. Model checking timed
automata against WCTL properties has been shown to be undecidable [9] but decidable for o-minimal systems [7] with
decidable underlying theories. Here we show that optimal reachability and WCTL model checking are decidable for
STORMED games.
A partial summary of our results has appeared in [34].
1 Defined on decidable theories.
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2. Preliminaries
Equivalence relations and partitions. A binary relation R on a set A is a subset of A× A. We will say aRb to denote (a, b) ∈ R.
An equivalence relation on a set A is a binary relation R that is reflexive, symmetric and transitive. An equivalence relation
partitions the set A into equivalence classes: [a]R = {b ∈ A |aRb}. LetΠR denote the set of equivalence classes of R. A partition
Π of the set A defines a natural equivalence relation≡Π , where a ≡Π b iff a and b belong to the same partition inΠ . In this
paper, we will use the partitionΠ to mean both the partition, as well as the equivalence relation associated with it. Finally,
we will say an equivalence relation R1 refines another equivalence relation R2 iff R1 ⊆ R2.
First order logic. In this paper we will consider first order vocabularies consisting of only relation symbols and constant
symbols; we will call A to be a τ -structure if it is a structure over the vocabulary τ . Recall that a k-ary relation S ⊆ Ak,
where A is the domain ofA, is said to be definable in the structureA if there is a formula ϕ(x1, x2, . . . , xk), with free variables
x1, . . . , xk, such that S = {(a1, . . . , ak) |A |= ϕ[xi → ai]ki=1}. A k-ary function f will be said to be definable if its graph, i.e.,
the set of all (x1, . . . , xk, f (x1, . . . , xk)), is definable. A theory Th(A) of a structureA is the set of all sentences that hold inA.
Th(A) is said to be decidable if there is an effective procedure to decide membership in the set Th(A). One consequence of
this is that it is also decidable to check the emptiness of a definable relation, and whether two definable relations are equal.
O-minimality. A binary relation ≤ on a set A is said to be a total ordering if it is reflexive, transitive, antisymmetric
((a ≤ b∧ b ≤ a)⇒ a = b), and total (a ≤ b∨ b ≤ a). The set A is said to be totally ordered if there exists a total order on it.
Given a total order ≤,< is the relation such that a < b iff a ≤ b and a ≠ b. An interval is a set defined in a totally ordered
set using one or two bounds as follows: {x : a ∼1 x ∼2 b}, {x : x ∼ a}, and {x : a ∼ x}, where∼,∼1,∼2∈ {≤, <}. Trivially,
{x : a ≤ x ≤ b}with a = b, is an interval consisting of a single point.WewriteA = (A,≤, . . .) to convey that the τ -structure
A has a total ordering relation≤ and other elements in its structure. A totally ordered first-order structureA = (A,≤, . . .)
is o-minimal (order-minimal) if every definable set is a finite union of intervals [32]. The theory of this structure is also called
o-minimal. Examples of o-minimal structures include (R, <,+,−, ·, exp) and (R, <,+,−, ·), where+,−, ·, exp are the
addition, subtraction,multiplication and exponentiation operations on reals, respectively. Additional examples can be found
in [31,32]. The theory of (R, <,+,−, ·) is known to be decidable [28].
3. Game graph
Definition 1. A game graph (GG) G = (Q,ΣC ,ΣU ,ΣQ ,ΣE,→, LQ , LE), where
• Q is a set of states,
• ΣC is a set of controllable actions,
• ΣU is a set of uncontrollable actions,
• ΣQ is a set of state labels,
• ΣE is a set of edge labels,
• →⊆ Q×ΣC ×ΣU × Q is a transition function,
• LQ : Q → ΣQ is a state labeling function, and
• LE : ΣC ×ΣU → ΣE is a transition labeling function.
Remark 1. A transition system can then be defined as a game graph in which the controllable alphabet ΣC is a singleton.
This captures the situation in which the controller has no choice but to select the only action inΣC . Hence we will drop this
component from the definition of a transition system.
A game on a game graph is played by two players, namely, a controller and an environment. In each step of the game, the
controller selects a controllable action enabled at the state and the environment selects an uncontrollable action. The game
proceeds by moving to a new state depending on the actions chosen. Next, we formalize the game.
Runs and traces. A (finite or infinite) run of the game graph G is a sequence of transitions. We will denote (q1, c, u, q2) ∈→
by q1
c,u−→ q2. A run σ is a sequence q0(c1, u1)q1(c2, u2)q2 · · · where qi ci+1,ui+1−→ qi+1 for all i ≥ 0. We denote the first state
of the run σ by first(σ ), thus first(σ ) = q0. We denote a prefix q0(c1, u1)q1(c2, u2) · · · (ci, ui)qi of a run σ by σi. We call σi+1
an extension of σi. A run σ is finite if σ = σi for some i; in this case we will say that σ is of length i + 1. Given a finite run
σ = q0(c1, u1)q1(c2, u2) · · · (ci, ui)qi, we denote the last state qi by last(σ ). We say that c ∈ ΣC (or u ∈ ΣU ) is enabled at q
if there exists a u ∈ ΣU (or c ∈ ΣC ) and q′ ∈ Q such that q c,u−→ q′. Then we also say that (c, u) is enabled at q if there is a q′
such that q
c,u−→ q′. We say that (c, u) is enabled after a run σ , if it is enabled at last(σ ). We use Runs(G) to denote the set of
all infinite runs of G, and Runs(G, q) to denote the set of those starting at q. Similarly we will denote the set of all finite runs
of G by Runsfin(G), and those starting at q by Runsfin(G, q).
A trace of a run σ = q0(c1, u1)q1(c2, u2)q2 · · · is the sequence of labels on its states and transitions, i.e., trace(σ ) = LQ (q0)
LE(c1, u1)LQ (q1) LE(c2, u2)LQ (q2) · · · . We denote the set of all traces of the runs of G by trace(G) and the set of all traces of
runs of G starting at q by trace(G, q).
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Strategies and winning conditions. A strategy is a function λ : Runsfin(G)→ ΣC such that if λ(σ) = c then c is enabled
after σ . A run σ = q0(c1, u1)q1 · · · is consistent with a strategy λ if λ(σi) = ci+1 for all i ≥ 0. A winning condition W is a
subset of (ΣQΣE)ω . A strategy λ is winning for a state q with respect to the winning condition W if trace(σ ) ∈ W for all
σ ∈ Runs(G, q) consistent with λ. Then we say that q has a winning strategy λ forW . The control problem is a pair (G,W),
where G is a game graph and W is a winning condition, and asks to find the set of all states in G which have a winning
strategy forW . The controller synthesis problem asks to construct a winning strategy for all winning states.
The following theoremstates thatwhen the gamegraph is finite, the control problemcanbe solved forwinning conditions
which are specified in LTL.
Theorem 1 ([25]). If the game graph G is finite, then the LTL control problem is PTIME-complete in the size of G and 2EXPTIME-
complete in the size of the LTL formula.
Now we define a bisimulation relation on game graphs which will relate states which are either both winning or losing
with respect to some objective. The definition we present below is a restricted version of that presented in [1].
Bisimulation. Given two game graphs G = (Q,ΣC ,ΣU ,ΣQ ,ΣE,→, LQ , LE) and G′ = (Q′,Σ ′C ,Σ ′U ,ΣQ ,ΣE,→′, L′Q , L′E)
with the same set of state and transition labels, we say thatR ⊆ Q × Q′ is a bisimulation on (G,G′), if for all (q1, q′1) ∈ R,
the following conditions hold:
1. LQ (q1) = L′Q (q′1).
2. For all c1 ∈ ΣC enabled at q1, there exists a c ′1 ∈ Σ ′C enabled at q′1 such that:
• for all u′1 ∈ Σ ′U and q′2 ∈ Q′ such that q′1
c′1,u′1−→ q′2, there exists u1 ∈ ΣU and q2 ∈ Q such that LE(c1, u1) = L′E(c ′1, u′1),
q1
c1,u1−→′ q2 and q2Rq′2.
3. For all c ′1 ∈ Σ ′C enabled at q′1, there exists a c1 ∈ ΣC enabled at q1 such that:
• for all u1 ∈ ΣU and q2 ∈ Q such that q1 c1,u1−→ q2, there exists u′1 ∈ Σ ′U and q′2 ∈ Q′ such that L′E(c ′1, u′1) = LE(c1, u1),
q′1
c′1,u′1−→′ q′2 and q2Rq′2.
Remark 2. We observe that the above definition of bisimulation on game graphs reduces to the standard definition of
bisimulation for transition systems.
Also we call a bisimulation finite, if it is also an equivalence relation with a finite number of equivalence classes.
The following proposition from [1] restated according to our definition of bisimulation relates bisimulations andwinning
strategies.
Proposition 2. Let (G1,G2) be two game graphs over the state labels ΣQ and transition labels ΣE . Let W ⊆ (ΣQΣE)ω be a
winning condition. LetR be a bisimulation on (G1,G2) and let (q1, q2) ∈ R. Then there is a winning strategy from q1 forW if
and only if there is one from q2.
Remark 3. We call a bisimulation on (G,G), a bisimulation on G.
4. Control for hybrid games
Definition 2. A hybrid gameH is a tuple (Loc, ActC , ActU , Labels, Cont, Edge, Inv, Flow, Guard, Reset, Lfunc)where:
• Loc is a finite set of locations,
• ActC is a finite set of controllable actions,• ActU is a finite set of uncontrollable actions,• Labels is a finite set of state labels,
• Cont = Rn for some n, is a set of continuous states,
• Edge ⊆ Loc× (ActC ∪ ActU)× Loc is a set of edges,• Inv : Loc → 2Cont is a function that associates with every location an invariant,
• Flow : Loc× Cont → (R+ → Cont) is a flow function,
• Guard : Edge → 2Cont is a function that assigns to each edge a guard,
• Reset : Edge → 2Cont×Cont is a function mapping an edge to a reset relation,
• Lfunc : Loc× Cont → Labels is a state labeling function.
Remark 4. As before, a hybrid system is a hybrid game with ActC a singleton set. Hence we will drop this component from
the definition of a hybrid system.
The locations in Locwill be called the discrete (part of) states and the elements of Cont the continuous (part of) states. A
state is an element of Loc×Cont, that is, a pair containing a discrete state and a continuous state. The flow function associates
with each state a function that describes the evolution of the continuous state with respect to time. A guard is a condition
on the continuous part of the state that must hold in order to take a transition. The reset function associates with each edge
a reset, which is a binary relation that describes how the continuous state changes when a discrete transition is taken. In the
above hybrid game, we call n the dimension ofH .
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Remark 5. In contrast to most expositions of hybrid systems, the Flow function does not define a vector field, but describes
a closed-form solution of the continuous dynamics. We will later impose a semi-group property on the Flow function which
is guaranteed by closed form solutions of vector fields.
Before giving the semantics of a hybrid game we introduce some notation. We denote by (l, x)
t−→H (l, x′) the fact that
starting at some state (l, x) one can let some time t elapse and reach (l, x′), i.e., there exists a t ≥ 0 such that Flow(l, x)(t) = x′
and for all 0 ≤ t ′ ≤ t , Flow(l, x)(t ′) ∈ Inv(l). Similarly we denote by (l, x) a−→H (l′, x′) the fact that starting at some state
(l, x) one can take a discrete action a ∈ ActC × ActU and go to (l′, x′), i.e., there exists e = (l, a, l′) ∈ Edge such that
x ∈ Guard(e), x′ ∈ Inv(l′) and (x, x′) ∈ Reset(e). We will drop the H whenever it is clear from the context. We will use
t, t1, t2 and so on to denote an element of R≥0, the set of non-negative real numbers.
The semantics of a hybrid game is given in terms of a game graph corresponding to the following game. In each step, the
controller selects a time t1 or a controllable action, and similarly the environment selects a time t2 or anuncontrollable action.
If both of them choose a time, then the game proceeds by a time evolution equal to the minimum of the two times. The one
with theminimum time is said to have won this step. If both of them selected the same time, then we non-deterministically
declare one of them to have won. If one of them chooses a time and the other an action, then the action is taken, and the one
selecting the action wins. Finally if both of them choose an action, then the controllable action is taken, and the controller
wins.Whenboth the controller and the environment choose a time step t , we need to be able to non-deterministically choose
a winner. Hence we introduce a new set of uncontrollable actions {env} · R≥0, such that a situation where the environment
wins ismodeled by a transition on the action (t, env·t), whereas the casewhere the controllerwins ismodeled by a transition
on the action (t, t). (Given two sets S and T , S ·T denotes the set {s · t | s ∈ S, t ∈ T }.) The transition labels will correspond to
the winning player: a transition in which the controller wins is labelled by either an action from ActC or by con ·τ depending
on whether it chose an action or a time. Similarly, a transition in which the environment wins is labelled by either ActU or
env · τ .
Game graph of a hybrid game. Formally, the game graph corresponding to the hybrid game H = (Loc, ActC , ActU , Labels,
Cont, Edge, Inv, Flow, Guard, Reset, Lfunc) is given by game(H) = (Q,ΣC ,ΣU ,ΣQ ,ΣE,→, LQ , LE), where:
• Q = Loc× Cont,
• ΣC = ActC ∪ R≥0,
• ΣU = ActU ∪ R≥0 ∪ ({env} · R≥0),
• ΣQ = Labels,
• ΣE = ActC ∪ ActU ∪ ({con, env} · {τ }),
• → is defined as:
– for t1, t2 ∈ R≥0 such that (l, x) min(t1,t2)−→ H (l′, x′), (l, x) (t1,t2)−→ (l′, x′),
– for t ∈ R≥0 such that (l, x) t−→H (l′, x′), (l, x) (t,env·t)−→ (l′, x′).
– for t ∈ R≥0 and u ∈ ActU such that (l, x) u−→H (l′, x′), (l, x) (t,u)−→ (l′, x′).
– for c ∈ ActC and a ∈ ActU ∪ R≥0 such that (l, x) c−→H (l′, x′), (l, x) (c,a)−→ (l′, x′).
• LQ (q, x) = Lfunc(q) for all q ∈ Q.
• – for t1, t2 ∈ R≥0, LE(t1, t2) = con · τ if t1 ≤ t2 and env · τ if t1 > t2.
– for t ∈ R≥0, LE(t, env · t) = env · τ .
– for t ∈ R≥0 and u ∈ ActU , LE(t, u) = u.
– for c ∈ ActC and a ∈ ActU ∪ R≥0, LE(c, a) = c.
Remark 6. Observe that the way we have defined hybrid games, it is possible for the environment (or controller) to stall,
by repeatedly picking a time transition of shorter and shorter durations, resulting in zeno behavior. We will assume that
such zeno behavior is eliminated using an appropriate winning condition. More precisely, we will assume that plays with
an infinite sequence of consecutive time transitions labelled con.τ are won by the environment, and those with an infinite
sequence of (not necessarily consecutive) time transitions labelled env.τ since the last discrete transition, are won by the
controller. Please note that these simple fairness objectives can be expressed in a logic like LTL.
Time abstract transition system. We also associate a transition system called time abstract transition system TATS with the
hybrid game which abstracts away the exact time elapsed during a continuous transition. We will use a new action time
to represent the abstracted time. Formally, the TATS corresponding to the hybrid gameH = (Loc, ActC , ActU , Labels, Cont,
Edge, Inv, Flow, Guard, Reset, Lfunc) is given by time-abstract(H) = (Q,ΣU ,ΣQ ,ΣE,→, LQ , LE), where:
• Q = Loc× Cont,
• ΣU = ActC ∪ ActU ∪ ({con, env} · time),
• ΣQ = Labels,
• ΣE = ActC ∪ ActU ∪ ({con, env} · {τ }),
• → is defined as:
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– for a ∈ {con, env} and t ∈ R≥0 such that (l, x) t−→H (l′, x′), (l, x) a.time−→ (l′, x′).
– For a ∈ ActC ∪ ActU such that (l, x) a−→H (l′, x′), (l, x) a−→ (l′, x′).
• LQ (q, x) = Lfunc(q) for all q ∈ Q.
• LE(a) = a′ · τ if a = a′ · time, LE(a) = a otherwise.
Control problem for hybrid games. The control problem for hybrid games is a pair (H,W)whereH is a hybrid game andW
is a winning condition on the state and transition labels of game(H), and asks to find the set of all states in game(H) from
which there is a winning strategy with respect toW . The controller synthesis problem asks to construct a winning strategy
for each winning state.
Consistent hybrid game. We say that a hybrid game H is consistent if for all t1 < t2 and for all (l, x) ∈ Loc × Cont,
(l, x)
t1−→ (l, x1) and (l, x) t2−→ (l, x2) implies (l, x1) t2−t1−→ (l, x2). This condition says that if starting from x one can reach x1
at some time and x2 at a later time, then one should also be able to start at x1 and reach x2 at a later time.
Total order on the bisimulation of a TATS. Let≃ be a bisimulation on time-abstract(H)which is also an equivalence relation.
Let P ∈ Π≃. We define succ≃(P) to be the set of all classes P ′ ∈ Π≃ such that p a·time−→ p′ for some p ∈ P, p′ ∈ P ′ and
a ∈ {con, env}. We then define a binary relation≼≃ onΠ≃ as follows. P1 ≼≃ P2 if either P1 = P2 or P2 ∈ succ≃(P1). We say
a bisimulation≃ on time-abstract(H) is totally ordered if≃ is an equivalence relation and for every P ∈ Π≃, (succ≃(P),≼≃)
is totally ordered. We will also say P ≺≃ Q if P ≠ Q and P ≼≃ Q . We will drop the subscript ≃ from succ≃, ≺≃ and ≼≃
when it is clear from the context.
Next we relate a bisimulation on time-abstract(H) to one on game(H).
Lemma 3. Let H be a consistent hybrid game. Let ≃ be a bisimulation on its TATS time-abstract(H) which is totally ordered.
Then≃ is also a bisimulation on game(H).
Proof. Let game(H) = (Q,ΣC ,ΣU ,ΣQ ,ΣE,→, LQ , LE), and time-abstract(H) = (Q,Σ ′U ,ΣQ ,ΣE,→′, LQ , L′E). Suppose
q1 ≃ q2. We need to show that for any controllable action c1 from q1 (or q2) there is a controllable action c2 from q2 (or
q1) such that no matter which uncontrollable action the environment takes from q2 (from q1), there is a corresponding
uncontrollable action from q1 (from q2) such that future behaviors are the ‘‘same’’. We will only consider the case of
transitions out of q1 being mimicked by q2; the symmetric case of transitions out of q2 being mimicked by q1 is similar
and skipped.
Let us first consider the case when the controller chooses a non-time action c ∈ ActC from q1. Since q1 ≃ q2 and c is
enabled at q1, c is also enabled at q2. Suppose the environment chooses an uncontrollable action u or a time t2 from q2. The
resulting state q′2 is such that q2
c−→H q′2. Since q1 ≃ q2, there exists q1 c−→H q′1 such q′1 ≃ q′2. Hence if the environment
chooses u or a time t1 from q1, then the resulting state q′1 is bisimilar to q
′
2.
Themain challenge in proving this lemma is in handling the time actions. Suppose the controller chooses a time t1 ∈ R≥0
enabled at q1 in game(H). Let q′1 be the unique state such that q1
t1−→H q′1. Therefore q1
con·time
−→′ q′1. Then since q1 ≃ q2, there
exists q′2 such that q2
con·time
−→′ q′2 and q′1 ≃ q′2. This implies that there exists t2 such that q2
t2−→H q′2. Therefore t2 is enabled
at q2 in game(H). The controllable action from q2 corresponding to t1 from q1 is t2.
Now we need to show that for every uncontrollable transition the environment selects at q2, we can find one for q1 with
the same label such that they result in equivalent states. Suppose the environment chooses an uncontrollable action from
q2, then it is easy to see that the same uncontrollable action can be taken from q1 and the resulting behaviors are the same.
Suppose the environment chooses t ′2 (or env · t2) from q2 to q′′2; there are two cases to consider, namely, either q′2 ≃ q′′2 or
q2 ≄ q′′2 .
Case q′2 ≃ q′′2: now if t2 ≤ t ′2 then q2
(t2,t ′2)−→ q′2 with LE(t2, t ′2) = con · τ . In this case we let t ′1 = t1, and so q1
(t1,t ′1)−→ q′1 with
LE(t1, t ′1) = con · τ as well. On the other hand, if t ′2 < t2 or the environment choose env · t2, then the label of the resulting
transition is env · τ . Therefore from q1 we consider the action env · t1, which also results in a transition with label env · τ .
Case q′2 ≄ q′′2: now since≃ is a bisimulation on time-abstract(H) there is a t ′1 such that q1
t ′1−→H q′′1 and q′′1 ≃ q′′2 . Further
q′′1 ≄ q′1, otherwise q′′1 ≃ q′1, q′1 ≃ q′2 and q′′1 ≃ q′′2 would imply q′2 ≃ q′′2 , a contradiction. This also implies that t1 ≠ t ′1.
Observe that if we prove that t ′1 < t1 iff t
′
2 < t2, then the transition (t1, t
′
1) from q1 exactlymimics the transition (t2, t
′
2) from
q2. Suppose t ′2 < t2. Wewill show that t
′
1 < t1. The other direction is similar. Since q2
t2−→H q′2 and q2
t ′2−→H q′′2 , consistency
ofH implies that q′′2
t2−t ′2−→H q′2. Therefore, [q′′2]≃ ≺ [q′2]≃. Hence [q′′1]≃ ≺ [q′1]≃. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that
t ′1 ≥ t1. We have seen that t ′1 ≠ t1, hence t ′1 > t1. We can deduce by an argument similar to the above that [q′1]≃ ≺ [q′′1]≃.
This contradicts the fact that≼≃ is a total order. 
Our next goal is to solve the controller synthesis problem. Towards this we define a quotient game graph of game(H),
which has the property that a winning strategy for this graph can be lifted to a winning strategy for game(H). Hence if the
quotient game graph is finite, we may be able to solve the controller synthesis problem for game(H).
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Quotient game graph corresponding to game(H). LetH be a hybrid game with controllable actions ActC and uncontrollable
actions ActU . Let the game graph ofH be game(H) = (Q,ΣC ,ΣU ,ΣQ ,ΣE,→, LQ , LE). Let≃ be a bisimulation on game(H).
We define quo-game(H) = (Q′,Σ ′C ,Σ ′U ,ΣQ ′,Σ ′E,→′, L′Q , L′E), where:
• Q′ = Π≃, is the set of equivalence classes of≃.
• Σ ′C = ActC ∪ Q′.• Σ ′U = ActU ∪ Q′ ∪ ({env} · Q′).• ΣQ ′ = ΣQ .
• Σ ′E = ΣE .• →′ is defined as:
– for P1, P2 ∈ Q′, P
(P1,P2)−→′ P ′, if P1, P2 ∈ succ(P) and either P ′ = P1 and P1 ≼ P2 or P ′ = P2 and P2 ≼ P1.
– for P1, P2 ∈ Q′, P
(P1,env·P2)−→′ P ′, if P1, P2 ∈ succ(P), and P1 = P2 = P ′.
– for P1 ∈ Q′ and u1 ∈ ActU , P
(P1,u1)−→′ P ′, if P1 ∈ succ(P) and there exists p ∈ P and p′ ∈ P ′ such that p u1−→H p′.
– for c1 ∈ ActC and u1 ∈ Σ ′U , P
(c1,u1)−→′ P ′, if there exists p ∈ P and p′ ∈ P ′ such that p c1−→H p′, and either u1 ∈ ActU and
is enabled at some p ∈ P , or u1 = P ′′ or env · P ′′ for some P ′′ ∈ succ(P).
• L′Q (P) = LQ (p) for some (all) p ∈ P .
• L′E is defined as follows:
– for P1, P2 ∈ Q′, L′E(P1, P2) = a.τ , where a = env if P2 ≺ P1, and a = con otherwise.
– for P1, P2 ∈ Q′, L′E(P1, env · P2) = env · τ .
– for c1 ∈ ActC and u1 ∈ Σ ′U , L′E(c1, u1) = c1.
– for u1 ∈ ActU , L′E(P1, u1) = u1.
Consider the relation R between the states of game(H) and quo-game(H) given by R(p, P) iff p ∈ P . The following
proposition relates the game graph with its quotient.
Proposition 4. R is a bisimulation on (game(H), quo-game(H)).
Hence, from Proposition 2, there is a winning strategy from a state p of game(H) iff there is a winning strategy from a
state [p]≃ of quo-game(H). Next we will explicitly define these strategies.
For every (finite or infinite) run of game(H) there is a corresponding run of quo-game(H) such that their traces
are the same, and vice versa. Let σ ∈ Runs(game(H)) be p0(c1, u1)p1 · · · . Then the corresponding run quo-run(σ ) ∈
Runs(quo-game(H)) is given by P0(C1,U1)P1 · · · , where Pi = [pi]≃, Ci = ci if ci ∈ ActC , otherwise if ci = t then Ci = [q]≃
where q is such that pi
t−→H q, and similarly Ui = ui if ui ∈ ActU , otherwise if ui = t or env · t then Ui = [q]≃ or (u, [q]≃),
respectively such that pi
t−→H q. Similarly let σ ′ = P0(C1,U1)P1 · · · be a run in Runs(quo-game(()H)). Since P0 is not
empty, it is easy to see from the definition above that there is a run starting from some p ∈ P0 whose trace is equivalent to
σ ′.
Given a strategyλ for quo-game(H)wecan construct a strategyunquo(λ) for game(H) as follows.Wedefineunquo(λ)(σ )
as follows. Let λ(quo-run(σ )) = C . If C ∈ ActC , then unquo(λ)(σ ) = C , otherwise if C ∈ Q ′, then unquo(λ)(σ ) = t , for some
t ∈ R≥0 such that there exists p′ ∈ C with last(σ ) t−→H p′. Also given a strategy λ forH , we can define a strategy quo(λ)
analogously.
The following lemma summarizes the relationship between λ, unquo(λ) and quo-run(λ).
Lemma 5. Let p be a state of game(H) and P a state of quo-game(H). Let p ∈ P. Then p is winning for game(H) with respect
to a winning conditionW if and only if P is winning for quo-game(H) with respect to the winning conditionW . Further given a
strategy λ which is winning for p, quo(λ) is winning for P. Similarly, if λ is a winning strategy for P, then unquo(λ) is a winning
strategy for p.
Proof. Routine and skipped. 
5. Decidability of control
In this sectionwe solve the control problem for some classes of hybrid games.We consider two classes, namely, STORMED
hybrid games and o-minimal hybrid games. Let us fix a hybrid game H = (Loc, ActC , ActU , Labels, Cont, Edge, Inv, Flow,
Guard, Reset, Lfunc) for the rest of this section.
5.1. Hybrid game specifications
Definition 3. A hybrid game H is said to be o-minimally definable if the invariants, flow function, guards, resets and the
state labelling functions are definable in some o-minimal theory.
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Definition 4. An o-minimal hybrid game is an o-minimally defined hybrid game with strong resets, i.e., for every edge
e ∈ Edge of the hybrid game, Reset(e) = Cont1 × Cont2 for some Cont1, Cont2 ⊆ Cont.
Definition 5. A STORMED hybrid game is a hybrid game such that there exists a vector φ which satisfies the following
conditions:
S Guards are separable. For all e1, e2 ∈ Edge such that e1 ≠ e2, dist(Guard(e1),Guard(e2)) = inf{||x−y|| | x ∈ Guard(e1), y ∈
Guard(e2)} ≥ dmin for some dmin > 0.
T The flow is time-independent and satisfies the semi-group property (TISG). For every state (l, x) ∈ Loc × Cont, Flow(l, x) is
continuous and Flow(l, x)(0) = x, and for all t, t ′ ∈ R≥0, Flow(l, x)(t + t ′) = Flow(l, Flow(l, x)(t))(t ′).
O o-minimally definable.
R Resets are monotonic along vector φ. There exist ϵ, ζ > 0 such that for all edges e = (l1, a, l2) ∈ Edge and x1, x2 ∈ Cont
such that (x1, x2) ∈ Reset(e):
• if l1 = l2, then either x1 = x2 or φ · (x2 − x1) ≥ ζ ,
• otherwise φ · (x2 − x1) ≥ ϵ||x2 − x1||.
M Flows aremonotonic along φ. There exists ϵ > 0 such that for all l ∈ Loc, x ∈ Cont and t, τ ∈ R≥0, φ · (Flow(l, x)(t+ τ)−
Flow(l, x)(t)) ≥ ϵ||Flow(l, x)(t + τ)− Flow(l, x)(t)||.
ED Guards are ends-delimited along φ. The set {φ · x | x ∈ Guard(e), e ∈ Edge} ⊆ [b−, b+] for some b−, b+ ∈ R.
STORMED hybrid games are based on STORMED hybrid systems. The constraints imposed by STORMED hybrid systems
are realized in some physical systems as follows.
• Monotonicity can be associated with energy or time depletion, or in vehicle control problems, with non-decreasing
trajectories.
• The Ends-Delimited property can be present as a deadline on the monotonic direction or a spatial confinement.
• Separability of guards represents infrequency in making control decisions, also based on location or time.
• TISC flows arise naturally, whereas o-minimality is not necessarily a common property, but can be used as an
approximation most of the time. Linearization and other model reductions may also result in o-minimal realizations.
We have that STORMED systems have a bounded number of discrete transitions in any execution. This follows from
the monotonicity conditions, separability of guards and the condition on ends-delimited. As a matter of fact, the bounded
number of discrete transitions, together with a property of o-minimally defined systems is all we need to prove our results.
We believe that the STORMED specifications are natural specifications that enforce an upper bound on the number of
discrete transitions of any execution of the system and for that we provide the following example.
5.2. An example
The system examined in this sectionwas first analyzed in a slightly different original form in [29], and revisited in various
forms in [24,23] and elsewhere. It defines an aircraft collision avoidance scheme in which an aircraft is to join the trajectory
of another aircraft while maintaining a safe distance. The aircraft performs this joining procedure in order to either land or
avoid collision in an air traffic congestion policy. In this example, as opposed to [23], only a small part of the procedure is
checked for safety, but an exact system is used instead of an abstraction.
5.2.1. Description
The instantaneous locations of two aircraft are (x1, y1, θ1) and (x2, y2, θ2), with x1, y1 and x2, y2 are the Cartesian locations
of the two aircraft on the plane and with θ1, θ2 being the counterclockwise angle of their heading with the x axis. The
trajectories of the two aircraft are shown with dotted lines in Fig. 1. The motion of the first aircraft does not change. It
follows a straight path from position (x1, y1, θ1) = (−d2, 0, 0) with velocity v1 towards the runway. The second aircraft,
on the other hand, approaches from (x2, y2, θ2) = (−r,−(r + d2), π/2), with initial velocity v2. When y2 = −d2 + r
the first airplane’s position is x1 = d1. After that point and before it reaches the state where y2 = −r , the second aircraft
can choose to start decelerating at a constant rate ad, accelerating at a constant rate aa or not change its velocity at all. The
deceleration/acceleration or lack thereof will take place until y2 = −r , at which point the second aircraft will continue
with its acquired velocity onto the quarter circle path turning into the runway fix on the x axis. The requirement is that the
aircraft arrive at a safe distance denoted ds on the x axis on their final approach. From there it is assumed that they can safely
regulate the rest of their landing approach. Clearly, the system can be modeled as a hybrid automaton with three discrete
states.
In [23] the authors verify the safe-distance requirement for all times, by abstracting the system to one with linear flows
that has aircraft 2 make two instantaneous 45◦-clockwise turns in order to merge with aircraft 1 on its runway fix. This is
in order to avoid trigonometric functions and be able to use quantifier elimination as they try to verify the safe distance
requirement at all times. The abstraction is turned to an over-approximation of the original system by using differential
inclusions. The approximation is shown in the right diagram of Fig. 1. In this section a quantifier-free formulawill be derived
on the parameters for the specification of the system.
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Fig. 1. Right: aircraft 1 and 2 are shown with their trajectories and velocities as indicated. Left: the abstraction in [23].
Fig. 2. An equivalent system representation that is STORMED.
One can observe that, since the safety distance requirement is only on the final leg of the route of aircraft 2 and its angular
velocity on the circular segment is constant, we can eliminate the y2, θ2 components and use a different discrete location
to contain the curved path on a straight line of equal length. The remaining components for which we need to verify safety
are x1, x2 and x˙2 only! Fig. 2 shows how the trigonometric functions can be eliminated.
5.2.2. Formal game definition
The game definition is as follows:
• Loc = {initstate, faststate, slowstate, steadystate, turnstate, finalstate} and Cont= R3, i.e. (x1, x2, x˙2).
• The controlled actions are ActC = {actfast, actslow, actsteady}, all from the initstate state to the faststate, slowstate, and
steadystate states. The uncontrollable actions are ActU = {actturn, actapproach} and correspond to the rest of the edges.
• State labels are Labels = {initial, safe, collision}, where initial is the label for the states in initstatewhere x1 = −d1∧x2 =
−(d2 + πr2 ) ∧ x˙2 = v2, safe is the label for all the states in finalstate where |x1 − x2| > ds ∧ x2 = 0, and collision is the
label for all the rest of the states.
• The edge set is Edge = {(initstate, actfast, faststate), (initstate, actslow, slowstate), (initstate, actsteady, steadystate),
(slowstate, actturn, turnstate), (faststate, actturn, turnstate), (steadystate, actturn, turnstate), (turnstate, actapproach,
finalstate) }.
• The invariants are given by
Inv(initstate) = Inv(faststate) = Inv(slowstate) = Inv(steadystate)= x2 ≤ −r , Inv(turnstate) = x2 < 0 and
Inv(finalstate) = x2.
• All the guards leading to states slowstate, faststate, steadystate are −(d2 + πr2 ) < x2 < −πr2 . The guards to all the
transitions to the turnstate state are x2 = πr2 and to the finalstate state is x2 = 0.
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• The flows are:
Flowinitstate,(x1,x2,v2)(t) = (x1 + v1t, x2 + v2t, v2)
Flowslowstate,(x1,x2,v2)(t) =

x1 + v1t, x2 + v2t + 12adt




x1 + v1t, x2 + v2t + 12aat
2, v2 + adt

Flowsteadystate,(x1,x2,v2)(t) = (x1 + v1t, x2 + v2t, v2)
Flowturnstate,(x1,x2,v2)(t) = (x1 + v1t, x2 + v2t, v2)
Flowfinalstate,(x1,x2,v2)(t) = (x1 + v1t, x2 + v2t, v2)
Assuming that the system parameters v2, ad are such that the possible deceleration while in slowstate will not bring
aircraft 2 below a stall velocity, which can be imposed by an extra invariant, the system flows are monotonic. This can be
imposed by an extra trivial invariant. The guards are delimited by x2 = 0 and separable bymin{d2, πr2 }. Everything is defined
in the decidable theory (R, 1, 0,+, ·, <); therefore, the system is a STORMED hybrid game and, as we will see in the sequel,
a control problem for an LTL winning condition on such a game is decidable.
5.3. Decidability
Theorem 6 ([20,11,33]). STORMED hybrid games and o-minimal hybrid games have finite bisimulations of their time-abstract
transition systems which are definable in their underlying o-minimal theory. The finite bisimulation can be effectively constructed
when the underlying theory is decidable.
A finite bisimulation is definable in a theory if its equivalence classes are definable in the theory.
Lemma 7. Hybrid games with TISG flows are consistent.
Proof. Follows from the definition of TISG. 
Lemma 8. Let H be an o-minimally defined hybrid game satisfying the TISG property, and let ≃ be a finite bisimulation of its
TATS definable in the underlying o-minimal theory. Then≃ is a totally ordered bisimulation on time-abstract(H).
Proof. We need to show that for each P ∈ Π≃, (succ(P),≼) is totally ordered. Note that ≼ is reflexive by definition. Let
P1 ≼ P2 and P2 ≼ P3. To show that≼ is transitive, we need to show that P1 ≼ P3. Suppose P1 ≠ P2 and P2 ≠ P3 (otherwise
we are done). Let p1 ∈ P1. There exist p2 ∈ P2 and p3 ∈ P3 such that p1 a·time−→ p2 and p2 a·time−→ p2. We have from the TISG
property that the hybrid game is consistent. Hence p1
a·time−→ p3, which implies P1 ≼ P3.
Next we need to show that≼ is anti-symmetric. Let P1 ≼ P2 and P2 ≼ P1. Suppose P1 ≠ P2. This violates the o-minimality
ofH . We will describe the intuition behind the proof here; details can be found in [11]. From every state in P1, there exists
an infinite run that alternates between P1 and P2. We can define in the o-minimal theory the set of all times at which such
an infinite run is in the equivalence class P1. This set is not a finite union of intervals, which contradicts the o-minimality.
Hence,≼ is a partial order.
Further,≼ is totally ordered. To see this, let P1 and P2 belong to succ(P). Since P ≼ P1 and P ≼ P2, for every p ∈ P , there
exist t1 and t2 in R≥0 such that p
t1−→H p1 and p t2−→H p2 for some p1 ∈ P1 and p2 ∈ P2. Without loss of generality, assume
t1 ≤ t2. It follows from the consistency ofH , that p1 t2−t1−→H p2, and hence P1 ≼ P2. 
Theorem 9. Given a STORMED hybrid gameH and a winning conditionW which is ω-regular, the control problem is decidable
if the underlying o-minimal theory is decidable. The controller synthesis problem is also decidable.
Proof. From Lemma 7, a STORMEDhybrid game is consistent, from Theorem6 it has a finite bisimulation≃ of its TATSwhich
is definable, and from Lemma 8 the bisimulation≃ is totally ordered. Hence, if the underlying o-minimal theory is decidable,
we can construct quo-game(H) and solve the control problem on it. Then it follows from Lemma 5 and the control problem
is decidable forH . Also, since we can synthesize a winning strategy for quo-game(H) from a winning state, it follows from
the decidability of the theory and Lemma 5 that we can lift it to synthesize a winning strategy forH from the corresponding
states inH . 
Along the same lines, we have the following.
Theorem 10. Given an o-minimal hybrid game H with TISG flows and a winning condition W which is ω-regular, the control
problem is decidable if the underlying o-minimal theory is decidable. The controller synthesis problem is also decidable. 2
Our results for o-minimal hybrid games are stronger than the ones in [6] in thatwe solve the control problemwith respect
to any ω-regular winning conditions as opposed to just reachability as in [6].
2 The flows considered in [6] are not TISG, but have unique suffixes with respect to the partition, we can extend Lemma 3 to obtain the same results.
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6. Weighted hybrid games
Nowwe examine weighted games, which have costs on transitions. The goal is to minimize the accumulated costs while
meeting certain qualitative objectives. We will first consider optimal controllers that satisfy given reachability objectives.
Then we examine the problem of verifying hybrid systems of the same specifications.
6.1. Weighted hybrid games and optimal-cost reachability problem
Aweighted hybrid game is a pair (H, Cost), whereH is a hybrid game and Cost is a non-negative and time-non-decreasing
function Cost : Loc× Cont× R≥0 → R≥0, i.e., Cost((l, x), t) ≥ 0 for all t , and Cost((l, x), t1) ≥ Cost((l, x), t2) if t1 ≥ t2. The
cost function also satisfies the following additive property: Cost((l, x), t1 + t2) = Cost((l, x), t1) + Cost((l, Flow(l, x)(t1)),
t2).
Given a weighted hybrid game (WHG) (H, Cost), where H = (Loc, ActC , ActU , Labels, Cont, Edge, Inv, Flow, Guard,
Reset, Lfunc), the semantics is given by a weighted game graph. A weighted game graph (WGG) J is a pair (G, Cost), where
G = (Q,ΣC ,ΣU ,ΣQ ,ΣE ,→, LQ , LE) is a game graph and Cost : (Q×ΣC×ΣU×Q)→ R≥0 is a cost function on its transitions.
The WGG associated with the WHG (H, Cost) is (G, Cost ′) where G = game(H) and Cost ′ is the function that assigns a
weight to the transitions depending on how long the system stays in a particular location. The cost of taking a discrete
transition is taken to be 0. More precisely, Cost ′ on game(H) is defined as follows. Recall that in game(H) ΣC = ActC ∪ R
andΣU = ActU ∪ R ∪ ({env} · R). For c ∈ ΣC and u ∈ ΣU ,
Cost ′(q, (c, u), q′) =
0 if c ∈ ActC or u ∈ ActU
Cost(q,min(c, u)) if c ∈ R≥0 and u ∈ R≥0
Cost(q, c) if c ∈ R≥0 and u = env · c .
In this section, we will consider the problem of synthesizing optimal cost controllers for reachability objectives. We are
given a set of states Goal ⊆ Loc×Contwhich the controller wants to reach.Wewant to find a strategy which will eventually
reach the goal and the worst cost of reaching the goal is minimized. The environment can often avoid reaching the goal by
selecting smaller and smaller time steps. We assume that the zeno behavior is eliminated through choosing appropriate
winning conditions. We say that the environment stalls a play if there are an infinite number of time transitions labelled
env ·τ since the last discrete transition. Thus, in the case of reachability objectives wemean that the controller wins if either
the play reaches the goal or the environment stalls the play. Otherwise the environment wins.
We now define optimal-cost reachability problem formally using the weighted game graph. Let (H, Cost) be aWHG and
(G, Cost ′) its WGG. Let Goal ⊆ Q be a set of states of G which we want to reach. Towards this, we define the cost of a run
to be the sum of the costs of its transitions till the goal is reached. Given a run ρ = q0(c1, u1)q1(c2, u2) . . . ∈ Runs(G)
with qn the first state contained in Goal, Cost(ρ) = ∑ni=1 Cost(qi−1, ci, ui, qi). If ρ does not contain a state from Goal,
then its cost is 0. The cost of a strategy λ is the supremum of the cost of all the runs consistent with it. Formally, the
cost of a strategy λ from a state q is Cost(λ, q) = supρ{Cost(ρ)|first(ρ) = q, ρ is consistent with λ}. A run is winning if
either it reaches the Goal at some time or there are infinitely many consecutive transitions labelled env · τ . A strategy λ is
winning for q, if every run starting from q consistent with it is winning. Finally, the optimal-cost from a state q is defined as:
Costopt(q) = infλ{Cost(λ, q)|λ is a winning strategy}.
We now define the following problems on weighted hybrid games.
Definition 6 (Optimal-cost Reachability Problem). Given a weighted hybrid game (H, Cost), a set of states Goal of its game
graph (G, Cost ′), a constant c ∈ R≥0, and a state q of the game graph, the optimal-cost reachability problem is to decide if
there exists awinning strategyλ from q such that Cost ′(λ, q) ≤ c. The optimal cost of reaching theGoal is given by Costopt(q).
6.2. Weighted STORMED hybrid games and optimal reachability
We now turn to deciding optimal-cost reachability problem for STORMED hybrid games. Our decidability result for
optimal controllers relies on the observation that in reachability games, we can focus our attention on games between a
controller that is time consistent and conservative and an environment that is conservative. Plays between such a controller
and the environment alternate between a time step (i.e., one labelled by con · τ or env · τ , depending on who won) and
a discrete action. Next, since any STORMED execution has a bounded number of discrete steps, this allows us to focus on
bounded strategies when synthesizing optimal controllers, which we show can be effectively constructed. Thus, before
presenting the technical details of our decidability result, we define what we mean by time consistent and conservative.
For the rest of this section, we fix a STORMED hybrid game H = (Loc, ActC , ActU , Labels, Cont, Edge, Inv, Flow, Guard,
Reset, Lfunc), with cost function Cost , that defines a weighted game graph (G, Cost ′).
Time consistent and conservative controllers. A controller strategy λ : Runsfin(G) → ΣC is said to be time consistent and
conservative if the following conditions hold.
Conservative On any run σ such that trace(σ ) = ρ(con · τ), λ(σ) ∈ ActC . In other words, λwill pick discrete controllable
action if the last transition was a time step that it won.
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Time consistent On any runs σ1 and σ2 such that λ(σ1) = t and σ2 = σ1(t, t ′)q′ for some q′ and t ′ < t , then λ(σ2) = t− t ′.
In other words, if σ2 is an extension of σ1 consistent with λ in which the last step was a time transition which the
environment won, then the controller picks a time step that is consistent with its previous decision.
Conservative environment plays. In a run σ , we will say that the environment played conservatively, if in trace(σ ) every
transition labelled env · τ is followed by an edge in which the environment choose a discrete action (i.e., the transition
contains a symbol from ActU ). Thus, in such plays, the environment does not pick a time transition if it won the previous
time transition.
We are now ready to present our main technical observations. We first show that if there is a winning strategy (for the
controller) with cost c , there is a time consistent, conservative winning strategy with cost at most c . More precisely,
Lemma 11. Let λ be a winning strategy from state q. Then there is a time consistent, conservative winning strategy λ′ from q
such that Cost(λ′, q) ≤ Cost(λ, q).
Proof. Let λ be a winning strategy for qwith respect to Goal. We will construct λ′ inductively. More precisely, we will build
a sequence of functions λ′i such that λ
′
i will be defined on all runs of length at most i consistent with λ
′
i−1 and not containing
Goal. Further λ′i will agree with λ
′
i−1 on all runs of length at most i−1. The strategy λ′ itself will be the limit of this sequence.
The strategy λ′ that we construct will ‘‘restrict’’ the possible plays allowed by λ. Therefore, in order for us to inductively
define λ′ (and later prove properties about it), we will also need to inductively define functions f0, f1, f2, . . . such that fi will
map runs of length i consistent with λ′i−1 to runs (of unknown length) consistent with λ.
Inductive invariant. We will ensure that following conditions hold during our inductive construction of λi and fi+1. We
will assume σ is a run of length i consistent with λ′i−1 and the only possible state in Goal is last(σ ), and σ ′ is a run of length
i− 1 consistent with λ′i−2 and not containing the goal.
1. last(σ ) = last(fi(σ )) and fi(σ ) does not contain a goal state except possibly for last(fi(σ )).
2. If σ ′ is a prefix of σ of length j, such that the label of the last transition in σ ′ is in ActC ∪ ActU ∪ {con · τ } then fj(σ ′) is a
prefix of fi(σ ).
3. fi(σ ) is consistent with λ.
4. Cost(σ ) = Cost(fi(σ )).
5. If λ(fi(σ )) is a time step t and σ does not visit Goal then the last label in trace(σ ) is not con · τ .
6. If the last transition of σ ′ is labelled con · τ and σ ′ does not contain a state from Goal, then λi−1(σ ′) is not t .
7. If the last transition of σ ′ is (t1, t2)which the environment won, then λ′i−1(σ ′) = t and t = t1 − t2.
Observe that the last condition ensures that λ′ will be time consistent. On the other hand, the second-to-last condition will
ensure that λ′ is conservative.
Having outlined the intuition behind the construction of λ′, we will now present its formal definition. We will begin by
first defining λ′i using λ
′
i−1 and fi, and then define fi+1 using λ
′
i and fi.
Let σ be a run of length i ≥ 0 consistent with λ′i−1. λ′i(σ ) is defined based on the form of σ .
• If λ(fi(σ )) ∈ ActC , then λ′i(σ ) = λ(fi(σ ))).• If λ(fi(σ )) is some time t0 and the last edge label of trace(σ ) is not env · τ , then we do the following. Observe that in this
case, the last edge label in σ cannot be con · τ , because of the invariant we maintain, and so must be in ActC ∪ ActU . Let
σ0 = fi(σ ). If last(σ0) is not in Goal, then let σ1 be the run obtained by taking the transition (t0, t0) after σ0. If λ(σ1) is a
time t1 and last(σ1) is not in Goal, then σ2 is the run obtained by taking (t1, t1) from σ1, and we repeat this process from
σ2. Thus in general, if λ(σj) is a time tj and last(σj) is not in Goal then σj+1 is obtained by taking (tj, tj) from σj. Observe
that since λ is a winning strategy, this process cannot go on forever, otherwise it would give a result in a run consistent
with λ (since σ0 is consistent by induction hypothesis) which does not reach the goal and contains an infinite sequence
of consecutive time transitions which is winning for the controller (and hence does not contain an infinite sequence of
consecutive time transitions which is winning for the environment). Let σn be the first run such that last(σn) ∈ Goal.
Then we define λ′i(σ ) =
∑n−1
j=0 tj.
• Finally, if λ(fi(σ )) is some time t1 and the last edge label of trace(σ ) is env ·τ , thenwe do the following. Let σ = σ ′(t, t ′)q′
or σ ′(t, env · t ′); thus, λ′i−1(σ ′) = t and t ′ ≤ t . Then, λ′i(σ ′) = t − t ′.
We will now present the formal definition of f . We will define f0(q) = q. Inductively, we need to define fi+1 on runs σ of
length i+ 1 that are consistent with λ′i . fi+1 is defined as follows.
• Let σ = σ ′(c, u)q′, where either c ∈ ActC and u ∈ ΣU or u ∈ ActU and c ∈ ΣC . By the invariant that is
maintained, last(σ ′) = last(fi(σ ′)), and so (c, u) is enabled in last(fi(σ ′)) and will go to the same state. Therefore, define
fi+1(σ ) = fi(σ ′)(c, u)q′.• Let σ be a run where the last transition is (tn, u′), where u′ ∉ ActU ; thus, u′ is either t ′ or env · tn. Now, we can write
σ as σ ′(c, u)q0(t1, t ′1)q1 (t2, t
′
2)q2 · · · (tn−1, t ′n−1)qn−1 (tn, u′)qn, where σ ′ is a prefix of length j, and either c ∈ ActC and
u ∈ ΣU or u ∈ ActU and c ∈ ΣC . (The analysis is similar if any of the t ′i is env · ti.) From item 6 of the invariant, we have
tn−1 ≥ t ′n−1. Further from item 7 of the invariant we have tn = tn−1 − t ′n−1. Similarly tn−1 = tn−2 − t ′n−2. Continuing the
argument we obtain tn = t1 −∑n−1j=1 t ′i .
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Let σ ′′ = σ ′(c, u)q0 be of length j. Then λ(fj(σ ′′)) is some time t and the label of the last transition is not env ·τ . Hence
from the definition of fj, we have a sequence of runs σ0, . . . , σk each consistent with λ such that (a) σ0 = fj+1(σ ′(c, u)),




ℓ . None of the σi except possibly for σk contains a goal
state.
Let tsum =∑n−1ℓ=1 t ′i + xwhere x = tn if u′ = env · τ and x = min(tn, t ′n) if u′ = t ′n. Since tsum ≤ t1, tsum ≤∑kℓ=1 t ′′ℓ .
Hence either tsum = ∑kℓ=1 t ′′ℓ or there is some m < k such that ∑mℓ=1 t ′′ℓ ≤ tsum < ∑m+1ℓ=1 t ′′ℓ . In the case when
tsum =∑kℓ=1 t ′′ℓ , define fi+1(σ ) = σk. On the other hand, if∑mℓ=1 t ′′ℓ ≤ tsum <∑m+1ℓ=1 t ′′ℓ , define fi+1(σ ) = σm(tc, tu)q′,





Observe that our inductive definitions of λ′i and fi satisfy all the invariants that we maintain; the costs are preserved
because the cost functions are TISC.
Finally, the invariants ensure that λ′ satisfies the conditions of the lemma as follows. λ′ is winning because any play
consistent with λ′ can be mapped to play consistent with λ using fi. The third invariant ensures that the cost of the strategy
λ′ is bounded by the cost of strategy λ. Finally, conservativeness and time consistency are ensured by invariants 6 and 7
respectively. 
Next, we show that if a time consistent, conservative strategy is winning in all plays where the environment is
conservative, then it is winning against all plays. Moreover, the supremum cost is achieved on runs where the environment
plays conservatively.
Lemma 12. Let λ be a time consistent, conservative strategy. Let R denote the collection of all runs consistent with λ starting from
q and let RC ⊆ R be those runs in which the environment is conservative. If all the runs in RC are winning then λ is a winning
strategy from q. Moreover, Cost(λ, q) = supρ∈R Cost(ρ) = supρ∈RC Cost(ρ).
Proof. Recall that we use R to denote the collection of all runs consistent with λ starting from q and RC ⊆ R to be those runs
in which the environment is conservative. Suppose all the runs in RC are winning. We need to show that all runs in R are
winning. Suppose σ ∈ R is not winning. Then σ does not reach the goal and does not contain an infinite sequence of env · τ
labels. Further since a con · τ is necessarily followed by a discrete transition, we have only finite sequences of transitions
labelled by env · τ or con · τ and con · τ appears only at the end as λ is a conservative strategy. Consider a maximal sequence




i )qn and the resulting sequence will
be consistent with λ and have the same cost as the original run (because λ is time-consistent and the cost-function is
additive). Hence σ ′ obtained by replacing every such maximal sequence by a single transition is in RC and is not winning, a
contradiction.
Consider σ ∈ R which is winning. If it does not reach goal, then its cost is 0, then the σ ′ obtained above will also
have cost 0 and is in RC . If σ reaches goal, then ρ be the prefix of σ such that last(ρ) is the first state in ρ which is
in Goal. Then the ρ ′ obtained by merging transitions as above is in RC and has the same cost as ρ or equivalently σ .
Hence for every σ ∈ R, there is a σ ′ ∈ RC such that Cost(σ ) ≤ Cost(σ ′), hence Cost(λ, q) ≤ supρ∈RC Cost(ρ). But
supρ∈RC Cost(ρ) ≤ supρ∈R Cost(ρ) = Cost(λ, q). 
Based on Lemmas 11 and 12, we can conclude the following:
Corollary 13. Let λ be a conservative and time-consistent strategy. Any run σ which is consistent with λ and in which the
environment is conservative does not have two consecutive time labels, i.e., does not contain the two consecutive a.τ where a
is con or env.
This along with the fact that the number of discrete transitions in any execution of a STORMED game is bounded allows
us to conclude that we can restrict ourselves to bounded strategies.
Theorem 14 ([33]). The number of discrete transitions in any run σ on the game graph induced by a STORMED game is bounded
by a constant ν .
Let us formally define a bounded strategy.
Definition 7. A strategyλ isn-bounded froma state q if it is conservative and time-consistent and every run from q consistent
with λ in which the environment is conservative has at most n discrete transitions.
Thus we have the following observation about the existence of n-bounded strategies for weighted STORMED games.
Lemma 15. If a state q of a weighted STORMED game has a winning strategy with cost c, then there is a n-bounded winning
strategy from q of cost at most c.
The above lemma implies that to solve the optimal-cost reachability problem we need to search only for n-bounded
strategies. Following is an observation about optimal-bounded strategies. From now on we assume that the hybrid game is
a weighted STORMED game.
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Lemma 16. Let q be a winning state and λ be an n-bounded optimal winning strategy. If λ(q) = c for some c ∈ ActC and
q
c,u−→ q′ for u ∈ ΣU , then λ is a (n − 1)-bounded optimal winning strategy for q′. If λ(q) = t for some t ∈ R≥0 and q t,t
′−→ q′
or q
t,env·t−→ q′, then λ(q′) = c for some c ∈ ActC and λ is a (n− 1)-bounded optimal winning strategy for q′′, where q′ c,u−→ q′′ for
some u ∈ ΣU . If λ(q) = t for some t ∈ R≥0 and q t,u−→ q′ for u ∈ ΣU , then λ is a (n − 1)-bounded optimal winning strategy
for q′.
We can now use a backward algorithm presented in [7] to compute the optimal cost of reaching the goal from a state q.
Given a state q and a n ∈ N, we define cn(q), the optimal cost of reaching Goal ⊆ Loc× Cont from q in at most n steps.
• c0(q) = 0 if q ∈ Goal, c0(q) = infq t−→H q′,q′∈Goal{Cost(q, t) | @t
′ ≤ t, u ∈ ActU , q t
′−→H q′, q′ u−→ q′′, q′′ ∉ Goal} if there
exists t such that q
t−→H q′, q′ ∈ Goal,∞ otherwise.
• cn+1(q) = infq t−→H q′,q′ c−→H q′′ max(Cost(q, t)+ cn(q
′′), sup
q
t′−→H p′,p′ u−→p′′,t ′≤t
Cost(q, t ′)+ cn(p′′)).
Lemma 17. For every ϵ > 0, for every q such that cn(q) < ∞, there exists a definable n-bounded winning strategy λ from q
such that Cost(q, λ) ≤ cn(q)+ ϵ.
Proof. cn(q) is taken to be the infimum cost over all enabled pairs (t, c). Hence given any ϵ, one can find a pair (t, c) enabled
at q such that the cost of the expression within max is within [cn, cn + ϵ/n). In each step, there is a choice of (t, c)which is
within ϵ/n from the optimal cost. Hence the cost of the strategy itself is within ϵ from the optimal cost. 
Lemma 18. If λ is an n-bounded winning strategy from q, then Cost(q, λ) ≥ cn(q).
Theorem 19. Given a Weighted STORMED hybrid game (H, Cost), whose underlying theoryM is decidable, a state q of H , a
constant c ∈ R≥0 and a set of state Goal ofH , all of which are definable inM, the optimal-cost reachability problem is decidable.
In fact, we can define the optimal cost of reaching Goal.
Proof. Since the number of discrete transitions in a STORMED game is bounded, the optimal cost of reaching Goal is equal
to cn(q), for a computable n. cn(q) is definable in the o-minimal theory. To solve the optimal-cost reachability problem, we
need to be able to determine if the number defined by cn(q) ≤ c. But since c is definable, we can decide if the inequality
holds. cn(q) is also Costopt(q). 
6.3. Model checking Weighted STORMED systems
In this section, we consider the problem of model-checking weighted hybrid systems with respect to a Weighted
branching time logic called Weighted Computation Tree Logic (WCTL) which was introduced in [8,9].
A weighted STORMED hybrid system is the hybrid system version of a weighted STORMED game, that is, a weighted
STORMED hybrid system is a weighted STORMED gamewith a single controllable action. Hence the semantics of a weighted
STORMED system is given in terms of the weighted transition graph as for the case of weighted STORMED games.
First, let us define the logic WCTL. Given a structure M and an alphabet ΣQ , a formula in WCTL(M,ΣQ ) is defined
inductively as:
φ ::= a |φ ∨ φ | ¬φ | EφU∼cφ | AφU∼cφ
where a ∈ ΣQ is an atomic proposition,∼∈ {<,≤,=,≥, >} and c is anM-definable constant.
Given a weighted transition system (T, Cost) with a set of state labelsΣQ and a state q, and aWCTL(M,ΣQ ) formula φ,
the satisfaction relation T, q |= φ is defined inductively as follows:
T, q |= a ⇔ a ∈ LQ (q).
T, q |= ¬φ ⇔ T, q |̸= φ.
T, q |= φ1 ∨ φ2 ⇔ T, q |= φ1 or T, q |= φ2.
T, q |= Eφ1U∼cφ2 ⇔ there exists a maximal run ρ from q in T such that
T, ρ |= φ1 U∼c φ2.
T, q |= Aφ1U∼cφ2 ⇔ for every maximal run ρ from q in T, T, ρ |= φ1 U∼c φ2.
Recall that ρi denotes the prefix of ρ of length i. Let ρ[i] denote the last state of ρi. Below Cost(ρi) denotes the sum∑i
j=1 Cost(qj−1, cj, uj, qj), where ρ = q0(c1, u1)q1(c2, u2) . . . .
T, ρ |= φ1U∼cφ2 ⇔ ∃i ≥ 0 such that T, ρ[i] |= φ2,
for all 0 ≤ i′ < i, T, ρ[i′] |= φ1 and Cost(ρi) ∼ c.
The next theorem states that the problem ofmodel-checking weighted STORMED hybrid systems againstWCTL formulas
is decidable.
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Theorem 20. Given a weighted STORMED hybrid systemH definable in a decidable o-minimal structureM, a definable state q
ofH and a WCTL(M,ΣQ ) formula φ, whereΣQ is the set of state labels of game(H), the problem of whether game(H), q |= φ
is decidable.
Proof. We solve the problem by reducing it to the problem of model-checking a bounded discrete horizon o-minimally
definable hybrid system against a CTL formula, which is shown to be decidable in [15,33].
Given a weighted STORMED hybrid system H = (Loc, ActU , Labels, Cont, Edge, Inv, Flow,Guard, Reset, Lfunc) and
a WCTL(M,ΣQ ) formula φ, we construct the hybrid system H ′ = (Loc′, Act′U , Labels′, Cont′, Edge′, Inv′, Flow′,
Guard′, Reset′, Lfunc′) such thatH, q |= φ iffH ′, q′ |= t(φ), where q′ is a state ofH ′ corresponding to q, and φ and t(φ) is
a CTL formula overΣQ ′.
Informally, to constructH ′ for a given φ, we add a variable corresponding to every subformula of the form φ1U∼cφ2 of φ.
InH ′, the variables corresponding to these subformulas evolve with rate 0 and at some point start evolving according to the
cost function. In the formula we ensure that the point at which a subformula starts evolving according to the cost function
aligns with the point where the particular subformula is interpreted. The value of the variable at any point captures the cost
since it started evolving according to the cost function. We introduce a label for each subformula which is true only if the
value of the cost function in a particular state satisfies the constraint imposed by the subformula. We modify φ1U∼cφ2 so
that at the state chosen for satisfaction of φ2, the proposition corresponding to the variable for φ1U∼cφ2 also holds.
Next we present the formal definitions. Define Cψ = {ψ1U∼cψ2 |ψ1U∼cψ2 is a subformula of ψ}. Let us fix a WCTL
formula φ. Let k = |Cφ | and f : [k] → Cψ be a bijection. Let Zψ = {zeroϕ |ϕ ∈ Cψ } and Bψ = {compϕ |ϕ ∈ Cψ }. Define
H ′φ = (Loc′, Act′U , Labels′, Cont′, Edge′, Inv′, Flow′,Guard′, Reset′, Lfunc′), where:
• Loc′ = Loc× 2k.
• Act′U = ActU ∪ {τ }.• Labels′ = ΣQ ∪ Zφ ∪ Bφ .
• Cont′ = Cont× Rk.
• Edge′ = Edge′1 ∪ Edge′2 where Edge′1 = {((l, S), a, (l′, S ′)) | (l, a, l′) ∈ Edge, S ⊆ S ′} and Edge′2 = {((l, S), τ , (l, S ′)) | S ⊂
S ′}.
• Inv′((l, S)) = Inv(l)× Rk.
• Given x ∈ Cont′, we denote xby (xr , xc)where xr ⊆ Cont is the projection of x to the firstn components (whereCont = Rn)
and xc ∈ Rk is the projection of x to the last k components.
Flow′((l, S), (xr , xc))(t) = (Flow(l, xr)(t), x′c), where if j ∉ S then the j-th component of x′c is the same as the j-th
component of xc , and if j ∈ S, then the j-th component of x′c is Cost((l, xj), t)where xj is the j-th component of xc .
• G′(e) = G(e)× Rk if e ∈ Edge′1, G′(e) = Cont× Rk otherwise.
• Reset′(e) = {((xr , xc), (x′r , xc)) | (xr , x′r) ∈ Reset(e), xc ∈ R≥0} if e ∈ Edge′1, Reset′(e) = {(x, x) | x ∈ Cont × Rk≥0},
otherwise.
• Lfunc′((l, S), (xr , xc)) = Lfunc(l, xr) ∪ Z ∪ B, where Z = {zerof−1(i) | i ∈ S}, and B = {compf−1(j) | xj ∼ c}, where xj is the
j-th component of xc}.
H ′φ satisfies all the conditions of STORMED except for the separability of the guards. Nevertheless, H ′φ has a bounded
number of discrete transitions along any execution, sinceH itself had a bounded number of transitions along any execution
and the newly added edges can be taken only finitely many times (due to the condition that an edge from Edge′2 requires
that the second component of the location strictly increases in size). Hence, due to results from [15,33], we can conclude
thatH ′φ has a finite computable bisimulation and model-checkingH ′φ with respect to any CTL formula is decidable.
We now define the CTL formula t(φ) corresponding to φ inductively. The X operator here is the ‘‘next’’ operator of CTL.
Given a formula ψ , let Fψ =ψ ′∈Cψ ¬zeroψ ′ .
t(a) = a.
t(¬φ) = ¬t(φ).
t(φ1 ∨ φ2) = t(φ1) ∨ t(φ2)
t(Eφ1U∼cφ2) = EX(zeroφ1U∼cφ2 ∧ E((t(φ1) ∧ Fφ1)U(t(φ2) ∧ Fφ2 ∧ compφ1U∼cφ2)).
t(Aφ1U∼cφ2) = AX(zeroφ1U∼cφ2 =⇒ A((t(φ1) ∨ ¬(Fφ1 ∧ Fφ2))U
(¬(Fφ1 ∧ Fφ2) ∨ (t(φ2) ∧ compφ1U∼cφ2)))).
Given a state (l, x) ∈ Loc× Cont ofH , and a subformula ψ of φ, let Ext((l, x), ψ) defines a set of states ofHφ as follows.
Ext((l, x), ψ) = {((l, S), x, y) | S ⊆ [k], y ∈ Rk, S ∩ f −1(Cψ ) = ∅, y = (y1, . . . , yk), yi = 0,∀i ∈ f −1(Cψ )}.
Proposition 21. Let q ∈ Loc× X and ψ be a subformula of φ. Then
H, q |= ψ iff for all q′ ∈ Ext(q, ψ),Hφ, q′ |= t(ψ).
SinceH ′φ has a finite bisimulation quotientwhich can be constructedwhen the underlying o-minimal theory is decidable,
we can effectively check if Hφ, q′ |= t(ψ) which is a model-checking problem for the CTL formula. Hence we can model-
checkH with respect to aWCTL formula. 
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7. Conclusion
We have provided results for controller design for LTL winning conditions and optimal-cost reachability conditions for a
general class of hybrid games and weighted hybrid games respectively. Our results apply to systems with rich continuous
dynamics as well as a strong coupling between the discrete and continuous dynamics (they do not require strong resets),
called STORMED hybrid games. At the same time, by providing a connection between the time-abstract bisimulation and
the bisimulation on game graphs we have extended the reachability-only results from [6] to general LTL game specifications
for other classes of hybrid games such as o-minimal hybrid games. In addition, we have shown decidability for the optimal
reachability game for weighted STORMED hybrid games and decidability of WCTL for weighted (closed) STORMED hybrid
systems.
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